
Celebrates Garh Bhoj Diwas : A Day of Heritage and Enlightenment 

 

Sardar Bhagwan Singh University, renowned for its commitment to preserving 

and celebrating cultural heritage, recently hosted a grand celebration in honour 

of GARH BHOJ DIWAS 2023. This event, held in the university campus, brought 

together students, faculty, and distinguished guests for a day filled with 

educational and cultural activities. 

The program commenced with an eloquent introduction by Ms. Anjali Sharma 

(Agriculture Dept.), who set the tone for the day's proceedings by highlighting 

the significance of GARH BHOJ DIWAS in our rich cultural tapestry. Ajay Rawat 

(B.sc Agriculture) & Kanika (B.sc Agriculture) also shared his views about 

historical and cultural importance of this day 

One of the highlights of the event was an essay writing competition, where 

students showcased their literary prowess by delving into the topic of 'GARH 

BHOJ DIVAS.' The competition provided a platform for young minds to express 

their thoughts. 

Following the competition, the audience had the privilege of listening to a 

captivating guest lecture by the esteemed speaker, Dr. R. K. Bhatt. He shared 

profound insights into the historical context and cultural significance of GARH 

BHOJ DIWAS, enriching the audience's understanding of this auspicious day. 



The event continued with a stirring speech delivered by the Prof. (Dr.) J. Kumar 

(Vice Chancellor), whose words inspired all present to appreciate the values 

and heritage that GARH BHOJ DIWAS symbolizes. 

As the day came to a close, a special vote of thanks was extended by Vaishnav 

Chamoli (Secretary, Cultural Committee) to all participants, guests, and 

organizers who made the event possible. This gesture of gratitude highlighted 

the spirit of unity and collaboration that characterized the celebration. 

The entire program was Co-ordinated by Mr. Anil Panwar and Dr. Nikki Nautiyal. 

Their dedication and tireless efforts ensured that the celebration of GARH BHOJ 

DIWAS 2023 was a resounding success. 

 


